Insight iCON Projects - Worksheets
Having acquired some basic skills with Insight iCON, pupils can learn much more by trying the project activities.
The projects are built around sixteen themes chosen to stimulate pupils' interests and to encourage thinking about
the applications of computer technology in everyday life. Each activity is provided with a store of sensors and
devices for the Scene view, partially-built control systems with instructions for development, and complete readybuilt systems illustrating complete solutions to the tasks.
Within the Project tab of the Home screen, each project scenario is presented in two different versions. For
example:
● Bedroom contains prepared sensors and devices but requires modules to be defined and programmed.
● Bedroom+ contains completed control systems for Bedroom, plus instructions for building further systems.
The Examples tab of the Home screen contains a further version of each scenario, containing complete systems,
effectively providing a model answer for the Bedroom+ project and similar projects.
A summary of the project scenarios is shown below with lists of the types of activities in each. The general order
of progression is indicated by the diamond symbols.
♦ Beginner
♦♦ Progressing
♦♦♦ Experienced

Project worksheets
Each project activity includes brief on-screen instructions for the graded tasks. However, the project worksheets
present more detailed guidance for thesetasks. Some of the worksheets begin with a short story which teachers
may find useful for setting a context for the activities. All the worksheets contain step-by-step instructions for
building and programming a control system for the basic activity and then give instructions for altering systems and
adding further systems in the extended activity.
♦ Dream Bedroom

♦ Inventor's Workshop

p.3

Flashing a light with a two sentence sequence
Changing a text message
Altering duration times
Altering the speed and direction of motors
Selecting different combinations of output devices

Moving and sizing an object
Using 'goes on' and 'is on' settings
Altering duration times
Connecting different inputs
Using a temperature sensor
Comparing analogue signals
♦ Kitchen Gadgets

♦ Toyshop Magic

p.12

p.9

Flashing lights with a two sentence sequence
Altering the speed and direction of motors
Switching different outputs and combinations
Making and altering a sequence
Editing a text message
Adding a sound module

Making devices work for set times
Changing speed and direction of motors
Building sequences of changes and pauses
Creating an alternate ON/OFF sequence
Using a temperature sensor
Adding a sound module
♦ Motorbike

p.6

♦♦ Car Dashboard

p.17

p.15

Using a 'goes on' event to control an output
Flashing lights with a two sentence sequence
Combining two signals with AND and OR logic
Alternating instructions in a two sentence sequence

Connecting inputs to control outputs
Flashing lights with a two sentence sequence
Adding a sound module
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♦♦ Central Heating

p.19

♦♦ Drinks Machine

p.21

Using a temperature sensor
Comparing analogue signals
Alternating messages in a three sentence sequence
Combining two signals with AND and OR logic

Building a sequence of instructions
Using the 'pause' instruction
Using a sequence to require three input events

♦♦ Food mixer

♦♦ House security

p.23

p.25

Switching motors on and off
Using a Timer as a count down delay
Combining two signals with AND and OR logic
Controlling the direction of a motor
Building a sequence of instructions including pauses

Using sensors to control sequences
Simple timing; altering delay times and duration times
Combining two signals with AND logic

♦♦ Supermarket

♦♦♦ Cash dispenser

p.27

p.29

Adjusting the speed and direction of electric motors
Pulse settings
Altering delay times and duration times
Using the 'Pause' command
Using a light gate
Combining two signals with AND/OR logic

Displaying and editing messages
Building a sequence of instructions including pauses
Adjusting WHEN and UNTIL settings
Combining two signals with OR logic
Using a signal from an output device to control a module

♦♦♦ The Fun of the Fair

♦♦♦ Greenhouse

p.31

p.34

Moving and sizing objects
Creating a sequence of flashing lights
Altering the speed and direction of motors
Combining signals from two sensors with AND logic
Using a sound module

Using analogue signals in environmental control
Adjusting signal thresholds and comparing analogue signals
Using outputs as signals for controlling modules
Adding a pulse control and adjusting pulse settings
Combining two signals with AND logic

♦♦♦ Haunted House

♦♦♦ Pelican crossing

p.36

Flashing a light with a two sentence sequence
Altering the speed and direction of a motor
Combining two signals with OR logic
Using outputs as signals for controlling modules
Adding a sound module

p.39

Creating more complex sequences
Altering delay times and duration times
Using output signals to control modules
Adding a pulse control and adjusting pulse settings
Combining two signals with AND logic
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Dream Bedroom
"When we have moved into the new house, Joe, you can have a bedroom all
of your own and you can 'do' it in any way you like." Joe's mum's words ran
through his head again and again '...any way you like!'
Joe had always shared a room with his brother Pete.
Pete was older than Joe, so what Pete said was the way it was.
But now, a new room and a chance... Joe dreamt about having
a bedroom that looked after itself. It would switch the lights on
and off itself. It would know that only he should be in there.
If he could get it right it would even keep itself tidy.

Just imagine
In Joe's dream bedroom there are lots of electrical gadgets which can be
controlled by all sorts of sensors. Most of the input sensors you use in
this project are switches of one sort or another. Some of them are on the
walls and furniture but others are hidden in secret places and work when
you turn a handle or step on a mat. All of them can be programmed to
make your dream bedroom come true.
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Dream Bedroom

Getting started

Open the Project 'Bedroom'.
Look for the items in pink boxes. You want to control these.
Now look for the switches in blue boxes. You will touch these to do the controlling.

Change the screen to the System view.
- All the switches and devices now show in the boxes.
Suppose you want to build a control system to make this happen:
When the door gets closed, switch on the main light until the door gets opened.
Try this:
●
●
●
●

Create a Signal Control module
Link the OUTPUTS tab to the main light.
Link the WHEN tab to the door - Choose ‘gets closed’
Link the UNTIL tab to the door - Choose ‘gets opened’

Check that the instruction in the text panel describes what you want to happen.

Set the program to Run mode.
Test the system to see how it works.
Change the screen to the Scene view and keep testing.

Set the program to Design mode and change the screen to the System view.
Now build, program and test further control systems to make the following happen:
When the button gets pressed, switch on the TV until the button
gets pressed again.
When the cord switch gets pulled, switch on the bed light until the
cord switch gets released.
When the mat gets pressed, switch on the computer until the mat
gets released.
Insight iCON
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Making changes

Dream Bedroom
Open the Project 'Bedroom+'.

Notice what happens when you tap on the door, mat, cord switch or push button.
Look at the control instructions in the text panel and check that they describe correctly
what is happening in the Scene view.
Select Design mode.
- You will find that the system contains four control modules.
Decide which module belongs to each control instruction.

Change the screen to the System view.
Now make some changes to the control modules.
In each case test the effect in Run mode.
Suppose you want to make the computer stay on when you go over to
use it. Modify the Computer control module so that the computer is
switched on the first time you step on the mat, but is switched off
when you next step on the mat. You will need to alter the UNTIL
setting for the module so that the instruction reads:
"When the mat gets pressed, switch on the computer until the mat gets pressed again."
Make a change to the way the door operates the room light. At
the moment the light stays on every time the door closes. This is not
that useful. What you really want to happen is for the light to go on
when you come in and close the door but go off when you leave and
close the door. Change the Room light control module UNTIL setting
so that the sentence reads:
"When the door gets closed, switch on the main light until the door gets closed again."
Now make a change to the bedside light. Let's make it come on when
you pull the cord and go off after 20 seconds. This should give you
time to get into bed! Break the UNTIL link to the switch and change the
UNTIL setting so that the sentence reads:
"When the cord switch gets pulled, switch on the bed light for 20 seconds."
More things to try:
1. Add a music player.
Switch on the music player when the door is opened.
2. Add a heater and temperature sensor.
Switch on the heater when it gets cold.
3. Add a fan. Switch on the fan when it gets hot.
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Inventor’s Workshop
The door opened into a room littered with gadgets and machines.
There were things everywhere; bits of old computers, a
microscope, a robot, a lava lamp and lots more.
"Wow! Just look at this!" exclaimed Joe.
"The lighthouse is flashing. I wonder if any other things work?
It all looks a bit junky."
"Let's see what we can do." said Amar. "Some things might
work if we can find the control switches.”

Just imagine
Inside the workshop you can make lots of things happen. To begin with,
you can just make them happen on their own - light up the robot's eyes
and make the sails on the windmill turn. Later you can make several
things happen at the same time or one after another.
As you experiment with the different gadgets, you will learn the basic ideas of how
to make things happen.
In the ideas that you will investigate and develop, you will use a variety of
switches (inputs) to operate lights, motors, buzzers etc. (outputs). You can do this
with simple on and off instructions or with time settings.
Insight iCON
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Inventor’s Workshop

Getting started

Open the Project ‘Inventor’s workshop’.
Look for the items in pink boxes. You want to control these.
Now look for the switches in blue boxes. You will touch these to do the controlling.

Change the screen to the System view.
- All the switches and devices now show in the boxes.
Suppose you want to build a control system to make this happen:
Switch on the light for 0.5 second.
Wait for 1 second.
Try this:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Create a Simple Control module
Link the OUTPUTS tab to the light.
Link the UNTIL tab to TIME - Adjust the time to 0.5 second.
DOUBLE tap the module and choose ‘Add instruction’.
Select ‘More’ and ‘Pause’.
Link the UNTIL tab to TIME - Adjust the time to 1 second.

Check that the instruction in the text panel describes what you want to happen.

Set the program to Run mode.
Test the system to see how it works.
Change the screen to the Scene view and keep testing.

Set the program to Design mode and change the screen to the System view.
Now build, program and test further control systems to make the following happen:
When the robot’s tummy button gets pressed, switch on the eyes until the
button gets released.
Switch on the left arm (forwards) for 1 second.
Switch on the left arm (backwards) for 1 second.
When the pressure mat gets pressed, show message
“Welcome to my workshop!” for 2 seconds.
When the pressure mat gets pressed, show message
“Have a nice day!” for 2 seconds.
© 2015 Insight Resources
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Inventor’s Workshop

Making changes

Open the Project 'Inventor’s workshop+'.
Notice what happens when you tap on the bench switch, robot’s tummy button or mat.
Look at the control instructions in the text panel and check that they describe correctly
what is happening in the Scene view.
Select Design mode.
- You will find that the system contains three control modules.
Decide which module belongs to each control instruction.

Change the screen to the System view.
Now make some changes to the control modules.
In each case test the effect in Run mode.
Suppose you want to change the way the lighthouse is flashing its light.
Modify the Lighthouse control module so that the light stays on for 1
second each time. You will need to alter the UNTIL setting for the module
so that the first sentence reads:
"Switch on the light for 1 second."
Now think about using the bench switch so that the lighthouse only works
when the switch is closed. Link the WHEN tab to the switch and alter the
WHEN setting so that the first sentence reads:
"When the bench switch is closed, switch on the light for 1 second."
Let's change the message on the TV screen so that it shows your name.
Tap the Screen control module and tap the MESSAGE tab.
Type in your own name. The first sentence should read:
"When the pressure mat gets pressed, show message "Your name" for 2 seconds."
Suppose you want to make the robot's eyes work differently so that they
only stay on for 2 seconds when you press the tummy button.
Tap the Robot control module and change the UNTIL setting so the
first sentence reads:
"When the tummy button gets pressed, switch on the eyes for 2 seconds."
More things to try in the Scene view:
1. Add a twirly nose and mouth to the robot.
Make the robot move both arms.
2. Add a wall switch and a vacuum cleaner.
Switch on the vacuum cleaner when the wall switch is on.
3. Add a windmill with a control switch on its base.
© 2015 Insight Resources
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Kitchen Gadgets
"Mum! This place is full of so many things, do you really
need all the gadgets?" Iolanda exclaimed.
"Well there's so much work to be done in the kitchen, I
need a helping hand every day." replied Mum.
"How many jobs do you think you can do at the same
time in the kitchen?"
Iolanda looked around carefully and began to count up
the number of switches to control and buttons to press.

Just imagine

It may surprise you when you stop to think about how many
gadgets you have in your kitchen at home. How similar is your
kitchen to Iolanda's? As you would expect, you can see a washing
machine and a fridge, but there's lots more in the cupboards. Iolanda
has got some gadgets out ready for you to investigate.
Your task is to find out how they work and how you might alter them to make
them even more useful.

Insight iCON
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Getting started

Kitchen Gadgets
Open the Project ‘Kitchen’.

Look for the items in pink boxes. You want to control these.
Now look for the switches in blue boxes. You will touch these to do the controlling.
Change the screen to the System view.
- All the switches and devices now show in the boxes.
Suppose you want to build a control system to make this happen:
When the toaster switch goes down, switch on the toaster for 10 seconds.
Switch on the toast until the toaster switch is up.
Try this:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Create a Signal Control module
Link the OUTPUTS tab to the toaster.
Link the WHEN tab to the toaster switch - Choose ‘goes down’.
Link the UNTIL tab to TIME - Adjust the time to 10 seconds.
DOUBLE tap the module - Choose ‘Add instruction’.
Select ‘Signal control’ and link the OUTPUTS tab to the toast.
Link the UNTIL tab to the switch - Choose ‘is up’.

Check that the instruction in the text panel describes what you want to happen.

Set the program to Run mode.
Test the system to see how it works.
Change the screen to the Scene view and keep testing.
Set the program to Design mode and change the screen to the System view.
Now build, program and test further control systems to make the following happen:
When the wash switch is on, switch on the green light and the washing
machine (forwards). Repeat every 2 seconds.

When the microwave button switch on the microwave cooker for 10 seconds.

When the pressure mat gets pressed, show message
“Have a nice day!” for 2 seconds.

© 2015 Insight Resources
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Making changes

Kitchen Gadgets
Open the Project ‘Kitchen+’.

Notice that the washing line starts moving straight away. Find out what happens when
you tap the button on the toaster and the microwave and when you tap the switch on
the washing machine.
Select Design mode.
- You will find that the system contains four control modules.
Decide which module belongs to each control instruction.
Change the screen to the System view.
Now make some changes to the control modules.
In each case test the effect in Run mode.
Do you like your toast well done or just lightly done? Modify the Toaster
control module so that the toaster stays on for a shorter or longer time.
You will need to alter the UNTIL setting for the module so that the module
switches off after a different amount of time.
Now for a hot drink! You can warm up a glass of milk in the microwave in
about 30 seconds. Modify the microwave control so that it switches on for
30 seconds after pressing the button. You need to change the UNTIL
setting so that the sentence reads:
"When the button gets pressed, switch on the microwave cooker for 30 seconds."
Now let's change the weather! Suppose that the wind becomes less gusty
and reduces to a light breeze. Modify the Wind control module so that the
clothes line moves at a slower speed and the time between gusts gets
smaller: Change the speed of the motor in the OUTPUTS settings. Then
reduce the delay time in the WHEN setting so that the sentence reads:
"After 5 seconds, switch on the washing line (forwards) for 2 seconds."
Let's look at the washing machine. At present it just goes round one way.
Real washing machines go one way, stop for a bit, and then go the other
way. To make this happen you need to add another instruction:
DOUBLE tap on the module, choose 'Add instruction' and select ‘Signal
control’. Choose the WHEN setting to give a 2 second time delay, the
UNTIL setting to switch off after 2 seconds and the OUTPUTS setting to
make the motor run backwards. The new sentence should read:
"After 2 seconds, switch on the washing machine (backwards) and the green light for 2
seconds."
© 2015 Insight Resources
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Toyshop Magic
"I'm sure I saw that puppet wave his arms and wink at me" said
Karen, laughing.
" Funny you should say that .... but I thought the train was at
the other end of the track just a minute ago," added Carl.
As they peered through the shop window, the sight of all
those toys made their imagination begin to run wild.
It was 5.59 pm, one minute to closing time and perhaps
the toys were beginning to get ready for the most
interesting part of their day...

Just imagine

Have you ever had a dream in which all the toys in the toy shop wait
until the shop is closed and then come to life and play games? Well
you now have the chance to make the fantasy come true. There are
lots of hidden motors and switches which can make the toys come
to life, if you can just sort out how to control them. You can make the
windmill turn, the police car sound its siren and the jack jump out of his box.
It's down to you...all the bits and pieces are there, but you will need to sort
out the controls.

Insight iCON
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Getting started

Toyshop Magic
Open the Project ‘Toyshop’.

Look for the items in pink boxes. You want to control these.
Now look for the switches in blue boxes. You will touch these to do the controlling.
Change the screen to the System view.
- All the switches and devices now show in the boxes.
Suppose you want to build a control system to make this happen:
When the flower button gets pressed, switch on the box opener for 3 seconds.
Try this:
● Create a Signal Control module
● Link the OUTPUTS tab to the box opener.
● Link the WHEN tab to the flower button - Choose ‘gets pressed’.
● Link the UNTIL tab to TIME - Adjust the time to 3 seconds.
Check that the instruction in the text panel describes what you want to happen.
Set the program to Run mode.
Test the system to see how it works.
Change the screen to the Scene view and keep testing.

Set the program to Design mode and change the screen to the System view.
Now build, program and test further control systems to make the following happen:
When the mill switch is on, switch on the windmill (forwards) until the mill
switch is off.

When the hub button is pressed, switch on the headlamps until the hub
button is free.

When the jigsaw button gets pressed, switch on the rocket (forwards) for
1 second.

When the magic switch is on, switch on the display lights and the ‘Toys’ sign
until the magic switch is off.

© 2015 Insight Resources
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Making changes

Toyshop Magic

Open the Project ‘Toyshop+’.
There are five hidden buttons which make the toys work. Find out where they
are and see what happens when you tap them.
Select Design mode.
- You will find that the system contains five control modules.
Decide which module belongs to each control instruction.
Change the screen to the System view.
Now make some changes to the control modules.
In each case test the effect in Run mode.
Let's look at the windmill and think about making the sails turn more
slowly. Tap the Windmill control module. Drag a link from the
OUTPUTS tab to the windmill box to reduce the motor speed. For fun
you could also change the direction of the sails.
You have already noticed that the magic switch in the hand of the
mouse makes a different set of lights go on each time you tap it.
Suppose you wanted the whole sequence of lights to work
automatically' while the switch is closed. Modify the Lights control
module so that the UNTIL setting for all three instructions use a
'Time' signal of 2 seconds. The instructions should read:
"When the magic switch is on, switch on the display lights for 2 seconds.
Switch on the ‘Toys’ sign for 2 seconds.
Switch on the flying saucer (forwards), display lights and ‘Toys’ sign for 2 seconds."
Add a blue light on the roof of the police car. Add a ‘hub’ button as a
switch. Create a Signal control to make the light flash on and off.
Add a sound module to give a siren sound when the blue light is
flashing.
Add a Sound module to play the tune ‘Comic drums’ when the lid is
lifted on the Jack-in-the-box.
Another thing to try:
It may surprise you that you can make the Jack-in-the-Box much
larger: Drag one corner upwards to make the box look as big as a
suitcase. You will also need to make the flower button larger to
match.
© 2015 Insight Resources
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Motorbike
Open the Project ‘Motorbike’.
Look for the items in pink boxes.
- You want to control these.
Now look for the switches in blue boxes.
- You will touch these to do the
controlling.
Change the screen to the
System view.
- All the switches and devices now show
in the boxes.
Suppose you want to build a control system to make this happen:
When the brake pedal is pressed down, switch on the brake light until the brake pedal
is up.
Try this:
● Create a Signal Control module.
● Link the OUTPUTS tab to the brake light.
● Link the WHEN tab to the brake pedal - Choose ‘is pressed down’.
● Link the UNTIL tab to the select button - Choose ‘is up’.
Set the program to Run mode.
Test the system to see how it works.
Change the screen to the Scene view
and keep testing.

Set the program to Design mode and change the screen to the System view.
Now build, program and test further control systems to make the following happen:

When the horn button is pressed, switch on the horn until the horn
button is free.

When the light switch is down, switch on the rear light until the
light switch is up.
Insight iCON
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Making changes

Motorbike

Open the Project ‘Motorbike+’.
Notice what happens when you tap the foot pedal, the button on the handlebars and the
switch on the dashboard.
Select Design mode.
- You will find that the system contains three control modules.
Decide which module belongs to each control instruction.

Now make some changes to the control modules.
In each case test the effect in Run mode.

Link this module to the headlight box and the second dashboard
switch. Adjust the WHEN and UNTIL settings so that the sentence
reads:
"When the headlight switch is down, switch on the headlight until the headlight switch
is up."

Add a left indicator lamp at the back and a green button on the left
handlebar. Create a module to control the lamp and adjust the
WHEN and UNTIL settings so that the sentence reads:
"When the left button is pressed, switch on the left indicator for 0.4 seconds."
Add a Pause instruction to make a second sentence:
"Wait for 0.4 seconds."
In a similar way, add a right indicator lamp, a green button on the
right handlebar and a control module for turining right.

Add a handle switch and a Sound module to make an engine sound.
Adjust the WHEN and UNTIL settings so that the sentence reads:
"When the handle is turned, play sound ‘engine’ until the handle is normal."

© 2015 Insight Resources
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Car Dashboard
Open the Project ‘Dashboard’.
Look for the items in pink boxes.
- You want to control these.
Now look for the switches in blue boxes.
- You will touch these to do the
controlling.
Change the screen to the
System view.
- All the switches and devices now show
in the boxes.
Suppose you want to build a control system to make this happen:
When the right indicator is pushed up, switch on the right light for 0.5 seconds.
Wait for 0.5 seconds.
Try this:
● Create a Signal Control module.
● Link the OUTPUTS tab to the right light.
● Link the WHEN tab to the right indicator - Choose ‘is pushed up’.
● Link the UNTIL tab to the TIME tab - Adjust the time to 0.5 seconds’.
● DOUBLE tap the module - Choose ‘Add instruction’, select ‘More’ and ‘Pause’.
● Link the UNTIL tab to the TIME tab - Adjust the time to 0.5 seconds’.
Set the program to Run mode.
Test the system to see how it works.
Change the screen to the
Scene view and keep testing.
Set the program to Design mode and change the screen to the System view.
Now build, program and test further control systems to make the following happen:
When the left indicator is pushed up, switch on the left light for
0.5 seconds. Wait for 0.5 seconds.
When the wiper switch is on, switch on the wipers (forwards) until
the wiper switch is off.
When the lights switch is on, switch on the green light and
headlights until the lights switch is off.

Insight iCON
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Making changes

Car Dashboard

Open the Project ‘Dashboard+’.
Notice what happens when you tap the switches and the indicator stick.
Select Design mode.
- You will find that the system contains four control modules.
Decide which module belongs to each control instruction.
Now add some more control systems. In each case test the effect in Run mode.
Add a horn speaker and horn button. Create a module to make the
button control the horn with an instruction that reads:
“When the horn button is pressed, switch on the horn until the
horn button is free.”

Add a windscreen washer and washer switch. Create a module to
make the switch control the washer with an instruction that reads:
“When the washer switch is on, switch on the washer (forwards)
until the washer switch is off.”

Add a dip switch, blue light and red light. Create a module to make
the dip switch switch between the blue and red lights with two
instructions:
“When the lights switch is on, switch on the blue light until the
dip switch gets pressed.
When the lights switch is on, switch on the blue light until the dip
switch gets pressed.”

Other ideas to try:
1. Add a dipped headlights picture from the Devices gallery and link
it to the dip control module.
2. Add a hazard switch from the Sensors gallery and create a new
signal module to make the left and light indicator lights flash
together.

© 2015 Insight Resources
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Central Heating
Open the Project ‘Heating’.
Look for the items in pink boxes.
- You want to control these.
Now look for the switches in blue boxes.
- You will touch these to do the
controlling.
Change the screen to the
System view.
- All the switches and devices now show
in the boxes.
Suppose you want to build a control system to make this happen:
When the start button gets pressed, switch on the warning light and burner until the
stop button gets pressed or it is warmer than 20.
Try this:
● Create a Signal Control module.
● Link the OUTPUTS tab to the warning light and burner.
● Link the WHEN tab to the start button - Choose ‘gets pressed’.
● Link the UNTIL tab to the stop button - Choose ‘gets pressed’.
● Link the UNTIL tab to the thermostat - Choose ‘is warmer than 20’ and set ‘OR’.
Set the program to Run mode.
Test the system to see how it works.
Change the screen to the
Scene view and keep testing.

Set the program to Design mode and change the screen to the System view.
Now build, program and test further control systems to make the following happen:
When the pump is on and the burner is on, switch on the radiator for 5
seconds. Repeat.

When the pump switch is on, switch on the pump (forwards) until the pump
switch is off.

Show message "Low" until the button gets pressed. Show message "Medium"
until the button gets pressed. Show message "High" until the button gets
pressed.

Insight iCON
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Making changes

Central Heating

Open the Project ‘Heating+’.
Notice what happens when you press the buttons, tap on the boiler door or tap on the
thermostat on the wall.

Select Design mode.
- You will find that the system contains four control modules.
Decide which module belongs to each control instruction.
Change the screen to the System view.
Now make some changes and add more control systems. In each case test the effect in
Run mode:
Suppose you want the pump to come on only when the burner is
active. Adjust the WHEN and UNTIL settings to use two signals so
that the instruction reads:
“When the pump switch is on and the burner is on, switch on the pump
(forwards) until the pump switch is off or the burner is off.”

Add a second thermostat in the room and create a Radiator control
so that the radiator only comes on when the temperature drops
below 16 degrees in the room. Adjust the WHEN setting so that the
sentence reads:
“When the pump is on and it is cooler than 16 at thermostat 2, switch on
the radiator for 5 seconds.”

Create a Warning control which shows a ‘Danger! Hot boiler’ sign
when the boiler door is open and the burner is on. Adjust the WHEN
and UNTIL settings so that the sentence reads:
"When the door switch is open and the burner is on, switch on the sign until
the door switch is closed or the burner is off."

Suppose you want the burner to switch off after a certain time.
Adjust the WHEN and UNTIL settings so that the instruction reads:
"When the start button gets pressed, switch on the burner and the warning
light until the stop button gets pressed or 1 minute (60 seconds) has
elapsed."

© 2015 Insight Resources
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Drinks Machine
Open the Project ‘Drinks’.
Look for the items in pink boxes.
- You want to control these.
Now look for the switches in blue boxes.
- You will touch these to do the
controlling.
Change the screen to the
System view.
- All the switches and devices now show
in the boxes.
Suppose you want to build a control system to make this happen:
When the button gets pressed, switch on the cola sign until the button gets pressed.
Switch on the orange juice sign until the button gets pressed.
Switch on the lime juice sign until the button gets pressed.
Try this:
● Create a Signal Control module
● Link the OUTPUTS tab to the cola sign.
● Link the WHEN and UNTIL tabs to the select button - Choose ‘gets pressed’.
● DOUBLE tap the module and select ‘Add instruction’
● Choose ‘Simple Control’ and link the OUTPUTS to the orange juice sign.
● Link the UNTIL tab to the select button - Choose ‘gets pressed’.
● Add another similar instruction to switch on the lime juice sign.
Check that the instructions in the text panel describes what you want to happen.
Set the program to Run mode.
Test the system to see how it works.
Change the screen to the Scene
view and keep testing.

Set the program to Design mode and change the screen to the System view.
Now build, program and test further control systems to make the following happen:
When the coin slot takes a coin,wait for 0.5 seconds.
When the coin slot takes a coin,wait for 0.5 seconds.
When the coin slot takes a coin, switch on the delivery slot for 5
seconds.
When the main switch is on, switch on the main sign until the main
switch is off.
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Making changes

Drinks Machine

Open the Project ‘Drinks+’.
Notice what happens when you tap the Select button, coin slot and switch at the bottom.
Select Design mode.
- You will find that the system contains three control modules.
Decide which module belongs to each control instruction.
Now make some changes to the control modules.
In each case test the effect in Run mode.
Suppose we want to offer another type of drink to the selection. Add
a 'Tropical' drink sign and link it to the Selection control. Add
another instruction to make a fourth sentence:
"Switch on the tropical until the button gets pressed."
At the moment, the machine appears to deliver drinks even when the
main switch is off. To correct this, link the main switch to the
Delivery control so that the switch also controls the delivery of cans.
Adjust the WHEN setting so that the first sentence reads:
"When the coin slot takes a coin and the main switch is on, wait for 0.5 seconds."
Suppose you want to increase the number of coins needed to buy a
drink. Create another Pause module, copying the second instruction:
"When the coin slot takes a coin, wait for 0.5 seconds."
You will need to separate the instructions of Delivery control
(Make some clear space below the module, DOUBLE tap on it and
choose ‘Separate module instructions’) and place the new Pause
module just below the second of the separated modules. Then drag
a rectangle around all the modules, DOUBLE tap on a module and
choose ‘Merge selected modules’.

Other ideas to try:
1. Look in the gallery of devices for different types of drink, drag one
into the picture and swap it with one in the front panel selection.
2. Add a warning message linked to the main switch to indicate when
the machine is out of service.
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Food Mixer
Open the Project ‘Food mixer’.
Look for the items in pink boxes.
- You want to control these.
Now look for the switches in blue boxes.
- You will touch these to do the
controlling.
Change the screen to the
System view.
- All the switches and devices now show
in the boxes.
Suppose you want to build a control system to make this happen:
When the button gets pressed, measure the time until the timer is less than 0.
Switch on the bleeper for 5 seconds.
Try this:
● Create a Timer module.
● Link the WHEN tab to the push button - Choose ‘gets pressed’.
● Link the UNTIL tab to the timer viewer - Choose ‘is less than 0’.
● Tap the TIMING tab - Choose ‘Start time 10 seconds’ - Set ‘Decreasing’ option.
● DOUBLE tap the module - Choose ‘Add instruction’ and select ‘Simple control’.
● Link the OUTPUTS tab to the bleeper.
● Link the UNTIL tab to TIME - Adjust the time to 5 seconds.
Set the program to Run mode.
Test the system to see how it works.
Change the screen to the Scene
view and keep testing.

Set the program to Design mode and change the screen to the System view.
Now build, program and test further control systems to make the following happen:
When the mixer switch is on, switch on the mixer (backwards) until the
mixer switch is off.

When the blender switch is on and the timer is high, switch on the blender
(forwards) until the blender switch is off or the timer is low.
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Making changes

Food Mixer

Open the Project ‘Food mixer+’.
Notice what happens when you press the timer button or tap on the switches.
Select Design mode.
- You will find that the system contains three control modules.
Decide which module belongs to each control instruction.

Now make some changes and add more control systems. In each case test the effect in
Run mode:
Suppose you want a warning light to flash when both the mixer and
blender are running at the same time. Add a light and create a Pulse
Control module. Link the blender and mixer and choose the WHEN
and UNTIL settings so that the instruction reads:
“When the mixer is on and the blender is on, flash the light until the mixer
is off or the blender is off.”

Let’s use the Timer to switch off the blender automatically after 10
seconds. Link the Timer viewer to the WHEN and UNTIL tabs and
adjust the settings so that the instruction reads:
"When the blender switch is closed and the timer is high, switch on the
blender (forwards) until the blender switch is off or the timer is low."

Sometimes it is useful to make the mixer to alternate between
forward and backward motion every few seconds. Modify the WHEN
and UNTIL settings so that the instruction reads:
"When the mixer switch is on, switch on the mixer (forwards) for 4
seconds."

Then add three more instructions to make a sequence:
"Wait for 1 second."
"When the mixer switch is on, switch on the mixer (backwards) for 4
seconds."
"Wait for 1 second."
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House Security
When you go away for a holiday and leave your house
unattended, you may worry about burglars getting into
the house. Your peace of mind will be improved if the
house is fitted with a security system that is designed to
raise an alarm and scare away would-be intruders. A
house security system usually has a number of switches
attached to windows and doors. These switches are
attached to a programmable control box that can sound
alarm bells and buzzers, turn on floodlights and even
phone the police.
Open the Project ‘Security’.
The system shown here has switches hidden on the front door, bathroom door, kitchen
window and garage. There is also a main control switch to turn off the whole system.
(Tap ‘Reveal’ to show where they are.) You can use these to control lights in various
rooms as well as a bell and a buzzer. You can also program the lights to give the
impression that the house is occupied even when it really is empty.
Change the screen to the System view.
- All the switches and devices now show in the boxes.
Suppose you want to build a control system to make this happen:
When the control switch goes on, wait for 4 seconds.
When the door switch is open and the control switch is on, switch on the bell
until the control switch is off.
Try this:
● Create a Pause module.
● Link the WHEN tab to the control switch - Choose ‘goes on’.
● Link the UNTIL tab to TIME - Adjust the time to 4 seconds.
● DOUBLE tap the module - Select ‘Add instruction’ and ‘Signal control’.
● Link the OUTPUTS tab to the bell.
● Link the WHEN tab to the control switch - Choose ‘is on’.
● Link the WHEN tab to the door switch - Choose ‘is closed’.
● Link the UNTIL tab to the control switch - Choose ‘is off’.
Set the program to Run mode.
Test the system to see how it works.

Return to Design mode and build, program and test further control systems:
When the garage door is open, switch on the garage light and the alarm until
the garage door is closed.
When the kitchen window is open, switch on the kitchen light until the
kitchen window is closed.
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Making changes

House Security

Open the Project ‘Security+’.
Notice what happens when you click on the kitchen window, front door, garage door or
light level sensor. When you tap on the light level sensor, you can alter the current light
level. Numbers less than 10 mean it is dark, 10 or above means it is light.
Select Design mode.
- You will find that the system contains three connected control
modules. Decide which module belongs to each control instruction.
Change the screen to the System view.
Now make some changes and add more control systems. In each case test the effect
in Run mode:
Suppose you want only the garage light to come on when the door is
opened. Modify the Garage module to switch on the garage light but
not the alarm.
Suppose you want to allow more time to get out of the front door
before the alarm becomes set. At the moment, the first instruction
gives you only 4 seconds to get out and close the door. Modify this
instruction to allow more time.
Better still, modify the instruction so that the alarm is not set until
the door becomes closed.
Add a Night-time control which works when it is dark: Create a
sequence of instructions which switch different room lights on in
various combinations for different periods of time.
More ideas to try:
1. Add a control to switch on the bedroom light when the kitchen
door is opened, and leave the light on for 5 seconds after the door is
closed.
2. Add a delay to the main alarm module so that, when the owner
enters through the front door, he or she has a short period of time to
turn the system off before the alarm sounds.
3. Adapt the Night-time control so that the sequence of lights only
comes on when the alarm has been set and it is dark.
4. Add an outside floodlight which comes on in the dark (use a light
sensor). You could also make the floodlight come on when the alarm
is triggered.
© 2015 Insight Resources
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Supermarket
It is easy to forget, as you walk up and down the aisles, that a supermarket is full of control
systems. These range from the simple temperature control of the fridges and freezers to the
complex computerised stock control that uses the bar
code printed on every label and the bar code reader at
every checkout. Two particular control systems are easy
to recognise when you enter or leave the store; the
automatic doors and the checkout conveyor belts.
Normally the doors are controlled automatically by sensors
that detect approaching customers and the conveyor belts
are controlled using light sensors which detect items
placed on the belt.
Open the Project ‘Supermarket’.
The systems shown here are only partially developed. You will find a number of switch-type
sensors and push buttons: pressure mats and light gates for detecting people and a push
button used by the checkout operator. The entrance doors and the conveyor belt are
operated by motors. The exit signs work with lights inside.
Change the screen to the System view.
- All the switches and devices now show in the boxes.
Suppose you want to build a control system to make this happen:
When the OUT light gate is blocked, switch on the exit door (forwards) for 2 seconds.
After 3 seconds, switch on the exit door (backwards) for 2 seconds.
Try this:
● Create a Signal Control module and link the OUTPUTS tab to the exit door.
● Link the WHEN tab to the OUT light gate - Choose ‘is blocked’.
● Link the UNTIL tab to the TIME tab - Adjust the time to 2 seconds.
● DOUBLE tap the module - Choose ‘Add instruction’ and ‘Signal control’.
● Link the OUTPUTS tab to the exit door - Select reverse direction.
● Link the WHEN tab to the TIME tab - Adjust the time to 3 seconds.
● Link the UNTIL tab to the TIME tab - Adjust the time to 2 seconds.
Set the program to Run mode.
Test the system to see how it works.
Return to Design mode and build, program and test further control systems:
When the button gets pressed, switch on the conveyor (forwards) for 2 seconds.

When the IN light gate is blocked, flash the 'No exit' sign until the IN light gate is clear.
When the pressure mat is pressed, switch on the door motor (forwards) for 2 seconds.
Wait for 3 seconds.
When the pressure mat is free, switch on the door motor (backwards) for 2 seconds.
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Making changes

Supermarket
Open the Project ‘Supermarket+’.

Find out what happens when you press the checkout button. Operate the door
using the pressure mat outside the store. What happens if you 'stand on' the
pressure mat when the door is already open (i.e. if a second customer starts to
enter the shop when the door is already open)?
Select Design mode.
- You will find that the system contains three control modules.
Decide which module belongs to each control instruction.
Change the screen to the System view.
Now make some changes and add more control systems. In each case test the effect in
Run mode:
Suppose you want to slow down the conveyor belt. Modify the
Checkout module so that the OUTPUTS setting shows a slower speed
for the motor, and the UNTIL setting is adjusted to increase the time taken.
The 'No exit' sign can be made to flash at a slower rate. Modify the
Warning module by altering the 'ON time' in the PULSE settings.
Look at the instructions for the Entrance door module. Notice that
the door is kept open by the second sentence:
"Wait for 3 seconds."

Comparing this with the Exit door module, the extra instruction is an
alternative way of making the module pause.
Notice that the third instruction uses the signal from the pressure mat
again:
"When the pressure mat is free, switch on the door motor (backwards) for 2
seconds."

Explain why this is a safer method of closing the door than the method
used in the Exit door module. How well does the system cope with
several people entering at once? Compare how the two doors work in
Run mode again.
More ideas to try:
1. Add a temperature sensor and module to hold both doors open on a
hot day.
2. Create an emergency exit system that sounds an alarm and opens
both doors when a 'Fire alarm' switch is pressed.
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Cash Dispenser
Open the Project ‘Cash dispenser’.
Look for the items in pink boxes.
- You want to control these.
Now look for the switches in blue boxes.
- You will touch these to do the
controlling.
Change the screen to the
System view.
- All the switches and devices now show
in the boxes.
Suppose you want to build a control system to make this happen:
Wait until the card is inserted.
Wait until the key pad gets pressed.
When the button gets pressed, switch on the money for 5 seconds.
Try this:
● Create a Pause module.
● Link the UNTIL tab to the card slot - Choose ‘is inserted’.
● Create another Pause module.
● Link the UNTIL tab to the key pad - Choose ‘gets pressed’.
● Create a Signal Control module.
● Link the WHEN tab to the push button - Choose ‘gets pressed’.
● Link the UNTIL tab to TIME - Adjust the time to 5 seconds.
● Drag a rectangle around the three modules to highlight them.
● DOUBLE tap a module and select ‘Merge selected modules’.
Set the program to Run mode.
Test the system to see how it works.
Change the screen to the Scene
view and keep testing.

Set the program to Design mode and change the screen to the System view.
Now build, program and test further control systems to make the following happen:
Sign control: When the switch is on, switch on the 'Ready' sign until the
switch is off.
Screen control: Show message "Insert your card" until the card is inserted.
- Show message "Enter your PIN number." until the key pad gets pressed.
- Show message "£10 >>>" until the button gets pressed.
- Show message "Remove your card." until the slot is empty.
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Making changes

Cash Dispenser

Open the Project ‘Cash dispenser+’.
Notice what happens when you tap the main switch, tap the card slot and follow the
instructions on the screen.
Select Design mode.
- You will find that the system contains three control modules.
Decide which module belongs to each control instruction.
Change the screen to the System view.
Now make some changes and add more control systems. In each case test the effect in
Run mode:
Let’s make the switch control the whole machine. Link the WHEN
control to the switch so that the message "Insert your card" only
shows when the switch is on. The first instruction should read:
When the switch is on, show message “Insert your card” until the switch is off.

Add instructions to show two more messages:
Show message "Take your money" until the money is taken.
Show message “Remove your card” until the slot is empty.

To give a choice of how much money can be obtained, add a second
screen button and message module which shows “£20 >>>” when
the keypad is pressed. Adjust the WHEN and UNTIL settings so that
the instruction reads:
When the keypad gets pressed, show the message “£20 >>>” until the
first button gets pressed or the second button gets pressed.

You need to alter the third instruction of the Screen control so that
"£10 >>>" shows until either screen button gets pressed:
Show the message “£10 >>>” until the first button gets pressed or the
second button gets pressed.

Alter the WHEN setting for the first instruction of Money control so
that either screen button shows the money:
When the first button gets pressed or the second button gets pressed,
switch on the money for 5 seconds.
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The Fun of the Fair
" I can smell it!" shrieked Isabelle. "I can actually smell it !"
" I can hear it!" replied Jenny. " Just listen to the noise!"
" I think I can taste it already! Yum!" joined Alex
" And what's more... I can see it... I can see it..."
It was that time of the year again. The fair had come to town
and the excitement was so real it could almost be picked up
and squeezed!

Just imagine

Lots of things are going on at the fair, all at the same time. The
helter skelter lights flash on and off as people glide down, the big
wheel slowly turns, the roundabout whizzes round, the music plays
and the clown laughs. You can control all these and more to make
the whole fair lively and exciting.
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The Fun of the Fair

Getting started

Open the Project ‘Funfair’.
Look for the items in pink boxes. You want to control these.
Now look for the switches in blue boxes. You will touch these to do the controlling.
Change the screen to the System view.
- All the switches and devices now show in the boxes.
Suppose you want to build a control system to make this happen:
Switch on the blue light for 0.5 seconds. Switch on the green light for 0.5 seconds.
Switch on the red light for 0.5 seconds. Switch on the orange light for 0.5 seconds.
Try this:
● Create a Simple Control module
● Link the OUTPUTS tab to the blue light.
● Link the UNTIL tab to TIME - Adjust the time to 0.5 seconds.
● Do this for each of the lights.
● Drag a rectangle around the four modules
● DOUBLE tap a module and choose ‘Merge modules’
Check that the instructions in the text panel describes
what you want to happen.
Set the program to Run mode.
Test the system to see how it works.
Change the screen to the Scene view and keep testing.

Set the program to Design mode and change the screen to the System view.
Now build, program and test further control systems to make the following happen:

When the button gets pressed, switch on the clown for 2 seconds.

When the clown is on, play sound ‘Clown Laughs’. Repeat every 2 seconds.

Switch on the big wheel (forwards) and roundabout (forwards) until exit.
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Making changes

The Fun of the Fair

Open the Project ‘Funfair+’.
Notice that the big wheel and roundabout are already running and that the lights on the
helter skelter are flashing. Find out what happens when you press the button beside the
clown.
Select Design mode.
- You will find that the system contains four control modules.
Decide which module belongs to each control instruction.
Change the screen to the System view.
Now make some changes to the control modules.
In each case test the effect in Run mode.
Let's make the clown laugh every time someone passes through the
turnstile. Link the turnstile switch to the Clown control module.
Change the WHEN setting so that the sentence reads:
"When the button gets pressed or the turnstile gets pushed, switch on the clown for 2
seconds."
Replace the Motors control module with separate ones for the big
wheel and roundabout. Add a switch to control the big wheel so that
people can get on and off.
Adjust the speed of the big wheel so that it turns more slowly.
Create a separate control module for the roundabout and add a switch
to control its motion. Make the round about run for a fixed time, say
20 seconds when the switch is closed.
Add a Sound module to play the music ‘Parade’ whenever the
roundabout is turning.
More things to try:
1. Create a control module for the swing boats.
Make a safety system with two switches for the swing boats:
programme the module so that both switches have to be closed
before the swings work.
2. Add some lights to the roller coaster ride and control them in a
sequence.
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Greenhouse
One of the purposes of a greenhouse is to trap the
heat from the sun. The increased heat helps plants
grow and allows gardeners to grow plants that would
normally need hotter weather. Plants in greenhouses
do need extra care though. They need watering
regularly, since the plants are sheltered from rain. There
is also a danger that they may overheat in bright
sunlight or get too cold on cloudy days. Some plants
benefit from having their 'day' made longer by bright
lights.
Open the Project ‘Greenhouse’.
The scene shown here has three control systems in place; one each to monitor and
control temperature, light level and soil moisture. To support this, there are moisture,
temperature and light sensors that control respectively, a pump, a heater and a lamp.
There is also a device for opening and closing a window.
Change the screen to the System view.
- All the switches and devices now show in the boxes.
Suppose you want to build a control system to make this happen:
When it is dark, switch on light bulb 1 and light bulb 2 until it is light.
Try this:
● DOUBLE tap on the light level sensor and choose a start value less than 100.
Notice the ‘Threshold’ value: Below the threshold counts as ‘dark’; above the
threshold counts as ‘light’.
● Create a Signal Control module and link the OUTPUTS tab to the two light bulbs.
● Link the WHEN tab to the light sensor - Choose ‘is dark’.
● Link the UNTIL tab to the light sensor - Choose ‘is light’.

Set the program to Run mode.
Test the system to see how it works.
Return to Design mode and build, program and test further control systems:
When the moisture is low, switch on the pump (forwards) until
the moisture is high.
When it is cold, switch on the heater until it is hot.
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Making changes

Greenhouse
Open the Project ‘Greenhouse+’.

Tap the light level sensor and notice how you can alter the value with the adjuster
at the top of the screen. Any value less than 20 counts as ‘dark’. Try altering the
values of temperature and moisture which work in a similar way.
Select Design mode.
- You will find that the system contains three control modules.
Decide which module belongs to each control instruction.
Change the screen to the System view.
Now make some changes and add more control systems. In each case test the effect in
Run mode:
When the plants are being watered, it is a good idea to pause every so
often to allow the water to soak into the soil properly. Modify the
Moisture control module to make the pump switch on and off
alternately. An easy way of doing this is to change the instruction
type to 'Pulse control'. Then alter the PULSE settings so that the ON
time is 5 seconds. The instruction should read:
"When the moisture is low, pulse the pump until the moisture is high."

Suppose you want to reduce the moisture level at which the water
pump starts working. You can change the threshold of the moisture
sensor so that it gives a 'high' for a lower moisture value. Double tap
on the moisture sensor and choose a lower 'Threshold' value. When
you run the system again, notice the new moisture value which
switches on the pump.
Each sensor that controls what happens in the greenhouse gives an
analogue signal. But in the system each is being used as a digital
signal, switching at the threshold level. You can improve the system
by making better use of the analogue signals: Modify the
Temperature control module to make the heater switch on when the
temperature falls below a set temperature and then switch off again
at a different (higher) set temperature. (Using two different
temperatures will stop it switching on and off all the time if the
actual temperature is near to its switching temperature). Change the
WHEN and UNTIL settings so that the sentence reads:
"When it is cooler than 8, switch on the heater until it is warmer than 10."

It is not a good idea to spray water over a heater that is on, so let's
make sure the heater remains switched off when the plants are being
watered. Make links from WHEN and UNTIL to the pump and modify
the settings so that the instruction reads:
"When it is cooler than 8 and the pump is off, switch on the heater until it is
warmer than 10 or the pump is on."
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Haunted House
Joe saw the light in the window of 13 Scary Drive and, with his
pulse racing, pushed open the rusty gate which guarded the
overgrown path. The brambles lining the weedy, gravel drive
tugged at his clothes as he pushed his way up to the great
front door. It was slightly ajar. Squeezing in he found himself
at the bottom of a flight of stairs covered with litter and
cobwebs. At the top of the stairs a light flickered ... he crept
slowly forwards and upwards. The hairs on the back of his
neck prickled with fear and excitement at the same time. He
should not be here but ... the light beckoned him into a room
and he pushed open the door...

Just imagine

Think about the things you might expect to find in a haunted house.
Inside this room in the house you can make lots of things happen.
There are spiders, ghosts, lightning and noises to play with. They are
all made to work by devices such as lights and motors. They are
controlled by sensors, mainly switches, which are hidden all
around the room behind doors, on furniture and in the floorboards.
If you really work at it you can have lots of fun making scary things
appear and disappear.
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Getting started

Haunted House
Open the Project ‘Haunted’.

Look for the items in pink boxes. You want to control these.
Now look for the switches in blue boxes. You will touch these to do the controlling.
Change the screen to the System view.
- All the switches and devices now show in the boxes.
Suppose you want to build a control system to make this happen:
When the cupboard door gets opened, flash lightning 5 times.
Try this:
● Create a Pulse Control module
● Link the OUTPUTS tab to the lightning.
● Link the WHEN tab to the cupboard door - Choose ‘gets opened’.
● Link the UNTIL tab to OUTPUTS - Adjust the number of pulses to 5.
● Tap the PULSES tab and adjust the ‘ON Time’ to 1/5 second.
Check that the instruction in the text panel describes what you want to happen.
Set the program to Run mode.
Test the system to see how it works.
Change the screen to the Scene
view and keep testing.

Set the program to Design mode and change the screen to the System view.
Now build, program and test further control systems to make the following happen:
When the trap door gets closed, switch on the spider (down) for 2 seconds.
Wait for 2 seconds.
Switch on the spider (up) for 2 seconds.

When the stove door is closed, switch on the candle until the stove door is
open.

When the candle goes off, wait for 2 seconds.
Switch on the ghost for 2 seconds.
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Making changes

Haunted House

Open the Project ‘Haunted+’.
Notice what happens when you tap on the cupboard door, trap door or stove door.
Select Design mode.
- You will find that the system contains four control modules.
Decide which module belongs to each control instruction.
Change the screen to the System view.
Now make some changes to the control modules.
In each case test the effect in Run mode.
When the spider comes from its web, let's make it stay on the floor
until the trap door opens the next time. Modify the Spider control
module so that the third instruction makes the motor wait until the
trap door is opened. You will need to alter the WHEN setting so that
the third instruction reads:
"When the trap door gets opened, switch on the spider (backwards) for 2 seconds."
Suppose we want to make the lightning flash to wait until the
cupboard door closes. Modify the the Lightning control WHEN setting
so that the instruction reads:
"When the cupboard door gets closed, flash lightning 5 times."
Suppose you want to make the lightning flash after the appearances
of either the skeleton or the ghost. For the Lightning control, link
WHEN to the ghost and choose a setting to make the instruction read:
"When the cupboard door gets opened or the ghost disappears, flash lightning 5 times."
Now let’s have some thunder with the lightning. Create a Sound
module, linking its WHEN tab to the lightning. Link the UNTIL tab to
TIME and set the time to 4 seconds. Set the SOUND tab to play
‘Thunder’ without repeat. The instruction should read:
“When the lightning goes on, play sound ‘Thunder’ for 4 seconds.”
Other things to try:
1. Add some mysterious eyes which light up in the dark, say, every 20
seconds.
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tap a pressure pad.
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Pelican Crossing
Pedestrian crossings are designed to make crossing the
road as safe as possible. Their design has to take into
account a variety of pedestrians including the young,
those with disabilities and the elderly. A standard
pedestrian crossing control system has only a few
inputs. These allow pedestrians to start the crossing
sequence through a controller that operates the traffic
and pedestrian lights and beepers. More sophisticated
crossing systems have additional sensors to detect
both waiting and crossing pedestrians.
Open the Project ‘Pelican crossing’.
The system shown here has a number of output devices already in place and a single
input. The input is a press button that sets the pedestrian crossing sequence going. The
outputs include a set of traffic lights, a pedestrian light to indicate when it is safe to
cross the road and a 'wait' sign over the button that comes on when the button is pressed.
There is also a buzzer that can be used to provide an additional indication that it is safe
to cross, for example, for visually impaired people.
Change the screen to the System view.
- All the switches and devices now show in the boxes.
Suppose you want to build a control system to make this happen:
Switch
Switch
Switch
Switch

on
on
on
on

the
the
the
the

green until the button gets pressed.
amber for 0.5 seconds.
red for 6 seconds.
amber and the red for 0.5 seconds.

Try this:
● Create a Simple Control module and link the OUTPUTS tab to green.
● Link the UNTIL tab to the push button.
● DOUBLE tap the module, select ‘Add instruction’ and choose ‘Simple Control’.
● Link the OUTPUTS tab to amber.
● Link the UNTIL tab to TIME - Adjust the time to 0.5 seconds.
● Add a third Simple Control instruction to switch on red for 6 seconds.
● Add a fourth Simple Control instruction to switch on red and amber for 6 seconds.

Set the program to Run mode.
Test the system to see how it works.

Return to Design mode and add a further control system:
Switch on the 'stay' light until the red is on.
Switch on the 'cross now' light until the red is off.
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Making changes

Pelican Crossing
Open the Project ‘Pelican crossing+’.

Find out what happens when you press the red button on the post.
Select Design mode.
- You will find that the system contains two control modules.
Decide which module belongs to each control instruction.
Now make some changes and add more control systems. In each case test the effect in
Run mode:
It would help the traffic to flow if the green light stayed on for a
period before the red pedestrian button becomes active. To do this,
modify the Traffic lights module by changing the UNTIL setting for the
first instruction to include TIME, giving a wait of, say, 5 seconds. The
first instruction should then read:
"Switch on the green until the button is pressed and 5 seconds have elapsed."

Suppose you want to allow more time for people to cross the road.
Modify the Traffic lights module so that the UNTIL setting for the third
sentence shows a longer time for the red light. For example, the third
sentence could read:
"Switch on the red for 10 seconds."

Next, you could flash the 'cross now' light to warn when the crossing
time is just about to finish. Modify the People lights module so that
the 'cross now' light stays on for a set time; for example, alter the
UNTIL setting for instruction 2 to make the time 6 seconds.
Instruction 2 should then read:
"Switch on the 'cross now' light for 6 seconds."

Then add a third instruction of type 'Pulse control' so as to flash the
light. The UNTIL setting needs to link to the red traffic light. For the
PULSES settings, adjust the 'ON time' to 1/4 second and adjust
instruction 3 to read:
"Flash the 'cross now' light until the red is off."

More things to try:
1. Add a wait sign above the push button. Create a control to make
the wait sign light up until the green traffic light is off.
2. Add a buzzer to sound bleeps while the ‘cross now’ light is on.
3. Add floodlights on each pole and a light sensor. Create a control to
switch the floodlights on when a button is pressed in the dark.
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